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Black's Law Dictionary Digital integrates with Corel WordPerfect, Microsoft Word, Internet

ExplorerÃ‚Â® and Mozilla Firefox to provide direct access to the 43,000 definitions found in the

award-winning 8th Edition of Black's Law Dictionary. Find definitions for legal terms instantly with

easy search options. The Digital Edition also incorporates the correct spellings for all defined legal

terms into the Word and Corell WordPerfect spell-checkers, to ensure the accuracy of the legal

documents you create. You can even listen to audio pronunciations for thousands of words and

phrases, ensuring that you never mispronounce another legal term. Best of all, with Black's Law

Dictionary Digital you have access to the same content found in the print edition of Black's Law

Dictionary, including citations to the legal encyclopedia Corpus Juris Secundum and to the West

Key Number SystemÃ‚Â®. Also included in this package is the Pocket Edition of Black's Law

Dictionary. With over 10,000 definitions, the Pocket Edition is the perfect companion to Black's Law

Dictionary Digital, providing the convenience that legal professionals and law students need.

Conveniently sized for ease of use and portability, the Pocket Edition goes with you when your

computer cannot. Purchase entitles user to a 3-year subscription to Black's Law Dictionary Digital,

which provides computer access to the 43,000 legal definitions found in Black's Law Dictionary,

Links to Westlaw Words and Phrases , Did you mean feature provides suggested alternatives when

a misspelled word or phrase is searched.
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DO NOT BUY THIS!! No true digital edition included. I didn't read any reviews and should have. And

after paying $15, it arrives with a clearance sticker on the front cover showing $2.00!!!



The dictionary got to its destination very very soon. It's new but I consider the digital bundle aditional

price VERY EXPENSIVE. It doesn't even had a CD for the digital edition installation. The pocket's

digital edition costs $29 aproximately, and this product brings the digital bundle attached so, does

the digital bundle cost around $60? Very fast though...

I just got my Black's law dictionary digital edition and it installed perfectly in Word 2007. I've been

playing with it for an hour. The spell check feature and auto correct as you type works the same as

with any other word in Word. There is a little Black's dictionary toolbar that is under the "add in's" tab

on the Ribbon. I also installed Black's in Internet Explorer 7 and that works great too. For all the

other reviewers who complained that Black's law dictionary digital didn't work with Word 2007; it

does now! Just be sure to buy the version that was published in August of 2008 and you are set!

This is NOT an electronic version of Black's Law Dictionary. It is a 3-year subscription to Black's

Law Website. Thus, every time you want to look up a word you have to connect to the

internet--lame! The product description on the box (which is also on ) says "provides computer

access to the 43,000 legal definitions found in Black's Law Dictionary..." but that is totally

misleading. It should say "provides INTERNET access to the 43,000 legal definitions found in

Black's Law Dictionary..." If you are a law student you already have internet access to Black's Law

Dictionary through your Westlaw subscription, so don't waste your money on this unless you

absolutely want a Black's law toolbar in your internet browser and word processor. After I bought it, I

complained to the publisher (Westlaw) and they offered me a full refund, but they did not say they

had any intention of changing the product description to more accurately reflect the fact that it

merely provides internet access to the definitions.

The product does not work with Apple computers, even if you run Microsoft Word and/or

Explorer.Booklet comes with a product key that you have to register at the manufacturer's web site.

My product key was not valid. Finally, after a few chats with Customer Service, the product key

worked. Registration went through, yet I could not use it - neither the browser nor the Word were

connecting to the dictionary.Two days later, out of the blue, the dictionary bar appeared in Word. I

entered a term to search, clicked, and my computer froze. I restarted the computer - no dictionary

bar anywhere. I took the product back to where I had purchased it and had to explain to yet another

Customer Service why I had to return an "opened box" product.I do not think that the term that



describes this experience has been included in the Black's Law Dictionary.

This product will not work on Vista 64 bit processer. I was given this as a gift, and then spent about

6 days fighting to get the product to work. I called tech support and they told me that the softwas

incompatable with my computer. DO NOT BUY if you have a newer model computer running Vista,

it will not work. The tech stated that they should have a Vista compatable program out within a year,

but no promises.

This is a complete waste of money! After calling West's sales and technical support there's no way

to return it or get it to work. It is not compatible with Microsoft Word 2010 and the computer access

is simply a toolbar to let you look up words online, which students can already do. I wish I would've

read these reviews before buying from my bookstore, where I can't return it now that it's open.

[...]I'll use this review as an opportunity to steer you to the most cost-effectively useful dictionary tool

ever: WordWeb Pro. After install, you press Ctrl-right-click and WordWeb Pro pops up with a

definition for the word under the cursor. It also links you to popular web resources (like Wikipedia),

and gives you anagrams, synonyms, etc.Law definitions? Well, yes it has them, but without

annotations like you'll find in Black's.I have not succeeded in getting the author Antony to add

Blacks or Bouviers or Ballentines, but Wikipedia gets ever better in its law definitions, far better IMO

than Black's.WordWebPro gives you seamless integration with Windows and ALL its applications,

PERIOD. And for another $29 you can get an addition word list containing millions of words and

phrases. Yes, I wish it had Black's in it, but so what? It's still the best writing tool, aside from my

word processor, that I've ever used.
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